
DAILY - after use, empty hard waste tray, picture below, and empty waste-water bottle.
Both can be rinsed with fresh water, also remove and wash the green filter.

Cleaning Program for your HIZERO - Daily & Weekly
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Clean the brush roller itself at least once per week, clean BEHIND the brush roller once per 
week, use a paper towel. Long hair will accumulate here.
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 NEVER add any  
 non-approved 
chemicals to the clean 
water tank. NO eucalyptus 
oil, no disinfectant, no 
other floor cleaning 
detergents ONLY HIZERO 
DETERGENT can be used 
or plain water. (warm or cold)
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Clean behind the polymer cleaning roller at least twice a week, by wiping the sink/drain  
(metal grate) with a paper towel. (very important) Hair, dirt etc will accumulate here.
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Clean and wash the WASTE water bottle and lid at least once per week.
Pull apart the lid filter piece and wash with clean water. Also clean the holes.
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Once a week, you will need to remove the sink drain (metal grate) which sits behind the cleaning 
roller.  Remove the green top filter, tip the appliance onto its side, remove the cleaning roller, (polymer 
roller) use the brush handle to push out the sink drain, wash it & reinstall.
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Once you have removed the sink drain (metal grate), clean inside the channel, pictured on  
the LEFT, with a paper towel. When reinstalling the sink drain make sure that it is reinstalled the  
correct way. The “high side” or “lip side” of the sink drain should face the opening with the cleaning 
roller motor at the low side. See image 2 & 3 below:
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If you require assistance please call us on 1800 662 301 or look up our how to videos on our  
help page on hizero.com.au, or use live chat on our website.


